In oxygen steelmaking, the charge calculation strongly depends on hot metal temperature prediction. Although a hot metal temperature drop from the blast furnace in a steel plant may be too complex to be accurately modeled in detail, the combined use of sensors and statistical models can improve temperature estimation and result in better cost, quality and productivity, as well as lower emissions. In order to develop a simple but robust method for hot metal temperature forecasting, the suitability of infrared thermometry and time series forecasting has been studied. Simultaneous infrared thermometer measurement and video recording was used for designing the processing of the thermometer signal. The resulting temperature estimations are in good agreement with disposable thermocouple measurements giving an error of 11 • C with 60% reliability (chances of obtaining a successful output). Conversely, the time series approach was based mainly on the AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model in which five additional process variables were introduced as exogenous predictors, as well as using a moving window of past observations for continuous model training. The resulting error was 15 • C with more than 90% reliability. Combining measuring and modeling approaches reduced the error to 13 • C with 100% reliability, thereby providing a hybrid procedure that has long-term stability and is self-adaptive to varying production scenarios.
Introduction
Despite its 70 years of history, oxygen steelmaking still faces continuous challenges regarding productivity, quality, cost and environment. Consequently, a combination of breakthrough process innovations, along with incremental improvements in sensors and control models, have been addressed in recent years.
Oxygen steelmaking process begins at the blast furnace (BF), where iron ore is reduced into a carbon-rich molten iron called hot metal. A second stage takes place in a basic-lined oxygen furnace (BOF), wherein the hot metal is mixed with steel scrap and transformed into liquid steel by blowing in oxygen and making use of inert gases and other additives. It is a batch process where around 200 t of hot metal are used to produce 300 t of liquid steel, approximately. Each batch is often called "a heat"; therefore, this term will be used hereinafter. Oxidation of hot metal impurities such as C, Si or P inside the BOF provides enough energy for heating up and melting the scrap and raising the temperature of the melt from initial conditions of around 1200 • C up to a final temperature target above 1600 • C. A joint overview of BF and BOF processes is provided by Ghosh [1] , while a detailed analysis of the BOF process can be found in Miller [2] .
Hot metal is usually transported by railway from the BF to the BOF using a special lined vessel, called torpedo car or, succinctly, torpedo. At the BOF shop, the process computer runs a charge model in order to calculate the amounts of hot metal and scrap that must be loaded into the BOF to produce the required target steel in terms of mass, composition and temperature. For a given target steel, the hot metal to scrap ratio mainly depends on hot metal temperature and composition. However, by using suitable exo-or endothermic additives, a wide range of hot metal ratios can satisfy both mass and energy balances. Hence, an optimum hot metal ratio, regarding cost, quality, productivity or emissions, can be found by the charge model. Since the raw materials account for a significant part of steel cost, the performance of the charge model, which in turn depends on the accuracy of hot metal temperature prediction, is essential for the steelmaker.
While hot metal composition remains rather stable from BF to BOF, its temperature undergoes a variable drop, so its exact value is not known at charge model runtime, only being measured later, just before loading the BOF. This uncertainty could be only partially overcome by direct measurement of the hot metal temperature in advance. Nevertheless, this approach presents certain practical disadvantages and therefore, a more or less rough estimation is used instead.
Hot metal operations inside an integrated steel mill can be quite complex since they may comprise several BFs, BOFs together with associated pretreatment facilities as well as numerous transport vessels as torpedoes and ladles. However, the main sub-processes concerning the scope of this research are outlined in Figure 1 . Management of the BF-BOF connection is key for steelmaking costs on account of its impact on raw materials, energy and emissions. Therefore, its optimization has received much attention and has been usually approached from a holistic perspective [3, 4] . On the contrary, existing research on hot metal temperature tends to focus on the individual sub-processes, aimed at understanding or predicting its behavior. Hot metal flow diagram inside an integrated steel mill, from blast furnace (BF) to basic-lined oxygen furnace (BOF), where the main aspects considered in this study are summarized. Hot metal sub-processes comprise BF tapping, pretreatment, transport, transfer, and BOF loading. Involved relevant variables are tapping temperature T0, final temperature T, total holding time t, desulfurization time td, empty torpedo time tc, empty ladle time tl, mi mass transferred from torpedo i, infrared sensor temperature TIR, torpedo preheating time tpc, and ladle preheating time tpl. Torpedo number nc, and ladle number nl, must be tracked in order to get their thermal histories from process databases.
From a BF perspective, temperature of tapped hot metal is predicted and monitored as a mean to describe the thermal conditions inside the hearth of the furnace. Temperature is controlled with the aid of advanced mathematical models in an attempt to achieve an approximate knowledge of its Figure 1 . Hot metal flow diagram inside an integrated steel mill, from blast furnace (BF) to basic-lined oxygen furnace (BOF), where the main aspects considered in this study are summarized. Hot metal sub-processes comprise BF tapping, pretreatment, transport, transfer, and BOF loading. Involved relevant variables are tapping temperature T 0 , final temperature T, total holding time t, desulfurization time t d , empty torpedo time t c , empty ladle time t l , m i mass transferred from torpedo i, infrared sensor temperature T IR , torpedo preheating time t pc , and ladle preheating time t pl . Torpedo number n c , and ladle number n l , must be tracked in order to get their thermal histories from process databases.
From a BF perspective, temperature of tapped hot metal is predicted and monitored as a mean to describe the thermal conditions inside the hearth of the furnace. Temperature is controlled with the aid of advanced mathematical models in an attempt to achieve an approximate knowledge of its complex behavior [5, 6] . Usually, the actual hot metal temperature is intermittently measured by an operator Energies 2019, 12, 3235 3 of 18 using disposable thermocouples. Since this method only provides partial information, continuous determination of temperature by means of combined modeling and indirect measurements is a growing area of interest in BF [7] [8] [9] [10] , but comparable efforts for BOF have not yet been reported [11, 12] .
Heat transfer in torpedo car has attracted the attention of researchers due to its effects on the thermomechanical behavior of the refractory lining and on molten iron metallurgy [13] [14] [15] . There are also some studies on the optimum scheduling of torpedo cycling, in which thermal losses are identified as an important part of the cost structure, being a function of the elapsed time between pick up and drop of the hot metal [16] and also the empty time [17] . Concerning the effect of heat transfer on hot metal temperature at BOF shop, both theoretical [18] and experimental [19] research has been carried out, but a complete model, such as those for steel ladles [20] , has not yet been published.
Thus, the evolution of hot metal temperature from BF to BOF appears to be highly complex for modeling accurately in real time, since it is an intermittent process in which each BF iron batch is divided among torpedoes and then remixed at the BOF shop with additional hot metal that could have come from a different BF and have undergone a totally different process. Moreover, regarding hot metal temperature drop, there are many relevant phenomena that are difficult to properly measure or even characterize. For instance, heat lost in the soaking out of the lining during filling is a function of the thermal state of the lining prior to filling, which depends mainly on its thickness and past thermal history. Provided that the lining thickness is known, the thermal state could be calculated for a completely cold or for a totally soaked torpedo car, but the same would be very hard for intermediate cases, especially bearing in mind that a significant amount of heat is lost in re-melting solid iron and slag remnants inside the vessel [19] . Moreover, it is also difficult to characterize the heat losses in open streams during hot metal pouring and only approximate estimations can be formulated, on account of their variable shape and velocity [18] .
Although the temperature evolution of hot metal between BF and BOF is always important, it is crucial in sites of complex layout with several BFs feeding distinct and distant BOF shops and many operating torpedo cars and ladles [19, [21] [22] [23] . In these cases, prediction and control of temperature during hot metal transportation becomes critical, but it may be also more difficult to address, since the scarcity of important data, or missing or wrong data, and greater uncertainties are more likely to occur.
The aim of this research is to obtain a simple procedure for hot metal temperature forecasting at the BOF shop from available existing plant data. This temperature estimation will be used as an input for the charge model; since an accurate prediction is not feasible, an enhanced estimation would at least reduce the charge model error and result in environmental, productivity and cost improvements [24] [25] [26] .
In this study, the feasibility of infrared thermometry as an early estimator of actual hot metal temperature at BOF shop is investigated and its accuracy and reliability are assessed. Moreover, after selecting suitable predictor variables, the modeling approach is presented by comparing several alternatives of increasing complexity and accuracy. Finally, since the different measuring and modeling approaches are found to be complementary, a combined methodology of indirect measurement and statistical forecasting is proposed for providing the best available hot metal temperature prediction to be used by the charge model.
Materials and Methods
As already mentioned, the hot metal temperature must be estimated before calculating how much hot metal is required for the BOF process. The better this prediction, the more accurate the BOF charge model calculation. At first glance, four main approaches could be envisaged to improve temperature determination: direct measurement, indirect measurement, mechanistic modeling, and data-driven modeling. Direct measurement using dip thermocouples before completing hot metal preparation at the BOF shop will incur in time and productivity losses. By contrast, an early indirect measurement during hot metal transfer could provide a reliable temperature assessment in advance. 
Infrared Thermometry
From an accuracy point of view, a direct measurement with disposable dip thermocouples [27] seems to be the best option. However, this measurement can only be performed when the torpedo is very close to the transfer point. This implies that hot metal charge calculation should wait until the last minute, delaying the scrap preparation and the whole BOF process, resulting in important productivity losses. Moreover, if the existing measurement equipment were to be used, it may be necessary to pour a minimum quantity of hot metal into the ladle, then move it to the measurement position, and finally, move it back to the transfer position to complete the hot metal transfer while simultaneously completing the scrap preparation. As a side effect, the resulting temperature would not be as accurate as a straight measurement just before loading the converter. Conversely, indirect measurement using infrared (IR) thermometry at the beginning of hot metal pouring from torpedo to ladle (T IR in Figure 1 ) would allow an early temperature estimation avoiding interferences, and hence, productivity losses.
In order to assess the feasibility of IR thermometry for contactless estimation of the hot metal temperature, a LAND-MZ IR thermometer with 0.55 µm wavelength, 1200 to 1700 • C temperature range and manual focus from 0.5 m to infinity was used. The IR device was placed aimed at the hot metal stream from a distance of about 11 m, covering different orientations and two hot metal transfer positions, as depicted in Figure 2 . Emissivity compensation was adjusted to 0.4 and focal length was fixed to infinity, which corresponded to a field of view (FOV) of 200:1, providing a measurement spot with less than 100 mm in diameter on the hot metal stream surface. An output signal of 4-20 mA was sampled at 5 sps, A/D converted and stored. The acquisition started with the first reading above 1201 • C and ended after 150 consecutive samples below 1201 • C. A digital video camera was mounted in the thermometer viewfinder, recording the hot metal stream at 30 fps. The obtained frames were compared with instantaneous IR temperature readings.
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The following complementary data were acquired from process databases for correlating the indirect measurements with actual temperatures: initial and final time of each partial pouring, partial mass transferred from each torpedo, total hot metal mass loaded into the ladle, and actual hot metal temperature and time of measurement in the ladle. The following complementary data were acquired from process databases for correlating the indirect measurements with actual temperatures: initial and final time of each partial pouring, partial mass transferred from each torpedo, total hot metal mass loaded into the ladle, and actual hot metal temperature and time of measurement in the ladle. 
Time Series Forecasting
A fundamental detailed model attempting to describe the underlying phenomena appears to be unpractical here, since several of the required input variables and parameters would be more difficult to obtain than the variable to be modeled itself. However, statistical modeling should be capable of extracting improved knowledge and provide useful forecasts from readily available data. However, while data-driven models allow for obtaining predictions that can fit well with observations, this approach may present serious issues regarding generalization and long-term stability [28, 29] . For this reason, a continuous updating process is applied to the model parameters in order to guarantee that prediction error is kept as low as possible in the following forecasts.
In this section, the most adequate predictor variables are selected before testing several simple forecasting methods. Later, more complex forecasting models are considered. The purpose of this approach is twofold: firstly, a simple model provides a useful benchmark for more sophisticated models; secondly, it can be used as a backup procedure by the plant process computer in absence of any of the data required by more complex models.
Variable Selection and Normalization
Among the different available variables in process databases, only six that were judged relevant and with no more than 10% missing data points were taken into account. They are represented in Figure 1 and described in this section.
The initial hot metal temperature T 0 , is obtained from discrete measurements performed in the iron runner at the exit of the tap hole during blast furnace tapping [30] . In general, three measurements are taken by cast: firstly, just after piercing the tap hole; secondly, when the slag starts to flow out; and finally, about the end of the cast. Hot metal temperature measurement obtained at the beginning of the tapping tends to be lower than the successive measurements, since the first hot metal comes from the lower part of the hearth, which is colder. As tapping time progresses, hot metal comes straight from the ore melting and it is hotter. The measured tapping temperature along with its timestamp is essential for BF process control, and therefore, it can be considered a robust variable. It must be kept in mind that neither the tapping rate nor the time when the tapping hole is open are regular. Moreover, the number and instant of temperature measurements taken in a cast may be irregular too. Temperature is assigned to the corresponding torpedo by time interpolation between consecutive measurements.
The elapsed time between temperature measurements in the BF and in the BOF ladle t, was taken as the effective transport time. Instead of taking three different time intervals, corresponding to torpedo car transport, pouring at BOF shop, and ladle holding, the total time was considered as a single input variable. Since hot metal pouring may extend over a significant time period, it was not always possible to clearly determine the limit between torpedo and ladle. Considering that heat losses in torpedo and ladle were found to be similar, as will be explained later, the proposed simplification worked well in practice.
At the pretreatment station, the total injection time of desulfurizing agent t d , was taken as the representative variable for including the effect of this sub-process on thermal losses. Considering that mass flowrates of desulfurizing agent and inert gas are essentially constant, the main differentiating variable is the effective treatment time, which is a robust variable. Possible differences between agents were neglected, assuming that the main effect on temperature drop is caused by hot metal stirring.
The actual value of the predicted variable, the final hot metal temperature T, is measured in the ladle just before BOF loading. The hot metal in the ladle comes from two or more different torpedo cars, possibly from different BFs and having very different histories. The actual measured temperature T, is a robust variable, since it is required for running the second BOF process model (static model) and adjust the actual oxygen and the required endo-or exothermic additions [31] . The real values of this variable will be compared to the predicted ones, in order to evaluate the model performance.
The time while the torpedoes and ladle remained empty since the previous cycle t c , and t l , respectively, were chosen as a simplified but robust way of describing their initial thermal state. Other relevant aspects, such as actual lining thickness or the amounts of solidified slag and iron, could not be included because of poor data availability and inconsistencies. Moreover, the preheating of refractory lining was found to be not adequately measured since burners efficiency varied depending on several factors not fully described with the available data. Considering that the number of cases with previous preheating was less than 5%, those cases were left outside the scope of the model.
Due to the fact that hot metal in a ladle comes from two or more different torpedoes, the mass-weighted mean of the different torpedo-wise variables was taken into account for each ladle:
where x is the resulting variable value for the ladle, and m i and x i are the mass and the variable value for each torpedo, respectively.
In order to adjust the different dimensions and ranges of variables to an easily interpretable common scale and to avoid numerical instabilities, variables were pre-scaled to the interval [0,1]. It is well-known that widely different values and scales can cause instabilities that could affect the quality of the final model. Feature scaling was used to bring all values into the unit interval using the min-max normalization:
where X represents the original variable, x its standardized version, and min/max(X) are the observed limits of the historic register in the whole process database, as summarized in Table 1 . Very simple forecasting methods are often employed as a benchmark for other more complex models and can provide a fast prediction in the absence of detailed process data [32] . For example, it is a common practice to set a Standard Value (SV) for assuring, at least, a basic operating guidance in the event of model or process computer failure. For this case, temperature prediction is a constant standard value:ŷ
where c SV is usually the mean of historic observations, since it is expected to minimize the prediction error. The most cost-effective model is the Naïve Forecasting (NF), wherein the predicted value is equal to the last available observation, which may not be the immediately previous one:
whereŷ t is the temperature forecast at current time index t and y t−w is the last observed temperature, and w is the lag index. Usually w = 1, but it can be greater when the immediate previous temperature could not be measured or stored. Provided that the BOF process computer stores, at least, all of the previously measured temperatures, averaging the last w values should be a better approach. This method is known as Moving Average
Time Series Methods
Both stochastic and machine learning methods are often applied to time-series forecasting and, consequently, several studies have compared these two families of methods for specific case studies. A deep and extensive comparison between the two modeling cultures performed by Papacharalampous et al. [33] concluded that stochastic and machine learning methods may produce equally useful forecasts when applied to long-term studies. In this study, stochastic forecasting is applied to hot metal temperature prediction while machine learning based methods will be addressed in separated publications.
In a multiple regression model, the variable of interest is forecast using a linear combination of predictors. In an autoregressive model (AR), the variable of interest is forecast using a linear combination of past values of the variable while a moving average model (MA) uses past forecast errors in a regression-like model. An initial differencing step (I) is usually applied one or more times to eliminate the non-stationarities of the series. When differencing is combined with an autoregressive and a moving average model, a non-seasonal ARIMA model is obtained. ARIMA is an acronym for AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average, where "integration" is the reverse of differencing [34] . ARIMA models aim to describe the autocorrelations in the data using the following general expression:
where c is a constant, φ i are the regression coefficients for the autoregressive part, which is based in the p previous observations of the variable, and θ i are the regression coefficients for the moving average part, which is based on the q past forecast errors. Hence, a generic model is noted as ARIMA (p, d, q), where p and q indicate the order of the AutoRegressive (AR) and Moving Average (MA) parts, respectively, and d is the order of the differencing step. In order to choose the optimum values for p, d and q, the Box-Jenkins method [35] is usually applied, as well as the Hyndman-Khandakar [34] algorithm. It is important to note that, in the standard version of the ARIMA model shown in Equation (6) the coefficients c, φ i and θ i are kept constant for the successive forecasts, i.e., for every t. Here, by contrast, an improved approach is used instead, for ensuring model long-term performance in terms of stability and consistency:ŷ
where the (t,w) superscripts in the coefficients of Equation (7) indicate that for each new temperature forecastŷ t , the model is fitted again with the w previous observations of y; therefore, c, φ i and θ i are a function of y t−1 , . . . , y t−w . The resulting model will be denoted as ARIMA (w, p, d, q), i.e., moving ARIMA based in the w previous observations. When the five previously selected explanatory variables x 1 , . . . x 5 , (see Table 1 ) are introduced as eXogenous predictors in the ARIMA model, an ARIMAX model can be obtained [36] :
where β i are the regression coefficients for the explanatory variables x i . However, in this research, the ARIMAX (w, p, d, q) model was fitted with the w previous observations, resulting in a moving ARIMAX model, i.e., ARIMAX (w, p, d, q):
Results

Infrared Thermometry
During a series of preliminary tests carried out on 30 hot metal ladles distributed over two weeks, IR temperature measurements together with video images where registered. The emissivity compensation was set at 0.4, as recommended by Mihalow [37] for this thermometer wavelength. Figure 3 shows a representative IR thermometer output obtained during the pouring of 150 t of hot metal from a torpedo into a ladle. It is a somewhat noisy curve in which, regardless of an important number of irregular drops and some peaks, several steady readings around 1370 • C can be identified. The 85th and 95th percentile of sampled temperatures are depicted with dashed lines at 1364 and 1369 • C. where βi are the regression coefficients for the explanatory variables xi. However, in this research, the ARIMAX (w, p, d, q) model was fitted with the w previous observations, resulting in a moving ARIMAX model, i.e., ARIMAX (w, p, d, q):
Results
Infrared Thermometry
During a series of preliminary tests carried out on 30 hot metal ladles distributed over two weeks, IR temperature measurements together with video images where registered. The emissivity compensation was set at 0.4, as recommended by Mihalow [37] for this thermometer wavelength. Figure 3 shows a representative IR thermometer output obtained during the pouring of 150 t of hot metal from a torpedo into a ladle. It is a somewhat noisy curve in which, regardless of an important number of irregular drops and some peaks, several steady readings around 1370 °C can be identified. The 85th and 95th percentile of sampled temperatures are depicted with dashed lines at 1364 and 1369 °C . Video recordings allowed us to identify the most common causes of signal fluctuation and perturbation and to understand under what circumstances the IR signal provided better information. As can be seen in Figure 4a , the stream was very thin during the initial 10 s of pouring and many sparks were produced resulting in no useful data. From t = 15 s to t = 30 s a much steadier reading was obtained, although some peaks and valleys can be observed in a short interval corresponding to the pouring of liquid slag (bright streaks in Figure 4b ) and solid slag (dark spots in Figure 4c ), respectively. Besides those perturbations, a reading around 1370 °C was obtained when the stream was almost clean as in Figure 4d . The narrow valley at t = 23 s corresponds to a hole produced in the stream, as can be seen in the frame sequence in Figure 4f -j. From t = 30 s onwards there is a much noisier signal due to the intermittent pouring of hot metal, caused by the final adjustment to weight set point. Under these circumstances the stream was often very narrow and contained many streaks of liquid slag, as seen in Figure 4e , when fumes were often produced.
From an initial set of 60 partial discharges of torpedoes, those with fewer useful samples were discarded resulting in 50 valid discharges, which correspond to 17 complete ladles. Sometimes the same torpedo was poured into two or three different ladles and the last discharge was not usually valid due to the very thin stream of hot metal. If this was the case, then the temperature was calculated from the previous discharge value and corrected for the temperature drop in the torpedo during the elapsed time with a coefficient CT (°C /min) that was taken as a parameter in temperature fitting. Total hot metal temperature was calculated as the mass-weighted mean of discharge temperatures on the ladle as indicated in Equation (1), with x = TIR, the effective hot metal infrared temperature for the ladle, and mi and xi = TIRi, the mass and the temperature for each of the N partial torpedo discharges, respectively. This temperature was corrected with a coefficient CL (°C/min), also taken as a parameter in temperature fitting, to account for the temperature drop in the ladle during the elapsed time from IR measurement to final temperature measurement with thermocouple. Figure 3 : initial narrow shape with high slag content (a), presence of liquid slag streaks (b), presence of solid slag spots (c), almost clean stream with hot metal exposed (d), final narrow shape with liquid slag streaks (e), shallow stream resulting in discontinuities (frame sequence f-j). The images were acquired through the IR device's viewfinder in the orientation indicated as TP2-a in Figure 2 . The circle in the center of the viewfinder indicates the location and size of the measurement spot.
Actual temperatures were measured in hot metal ladles using disposable type-K thermocouples. Linear regression was applied to fit TIR data to the actual temperature values together with parameters CT and CL. Results are shown in Table 2 and in Figure 5 . Different statistical measures of IR temperature were assayed in order to filter the adverse effect of sparks, holes, solid slag spots and liquid slag streaks. The best fit was obtained when considering the 85-95th percentile of sampled temperatures for each partial discharge. The optimized values for CL and CT where found to be about 0.9-1.0 °C/min, which agreed very well with additional measurements performed in torpedo and Figure 3 : initial narrow shape with high slag content (a), presence of liquid slag streaks (b), presence of solid slag spots (c), almost clean stream with hot metal exposed (d), final narrow shape with liquid slag streaks (e), shallow stream resulting in discontinuities (frame sequence f-j). The images were acquired through the IR device's viewfinder in the orientation indicated as TP2-a in Figure 2 . The circle in the center of the viewfinder indicates the location and size of the measurement spot.
Video recordings allowed us to identify the most common causes of signal fluctuation and perturbation and to understand under what circumstances the IR signal provided better information. As can be seen in Figure 4a , the stream was very thin during the initial 10 s of pouring and many sparks were produced resulting in no useful data. From t = 15 s to t = 30 s a much steadier reading was obtained, although some peaks and valleys can be observed in a short interval corresponding to the pouring of liquid slag (bright streaks in Figure 4b ) and solid slag (dark spots in Figure 4c ), respectively. Besides those perturbations, a reading around 1370 • C was obtained when the stream was almost clean as in Figure 4d . The narrow valley at t = 23 s corresponds to a hole produced in the stream, as can be seen in the frame sequence in Figure 4f -j. From t = 30 s onwards there is a much noisier signal due to the intermittent pouring of hot metal, caused by the final adjustment to weight set point. Under these circumstances the stream was often very narrow and contained many streaks of liquid slag, as seen in Figure 4e , when fumes were often produced.
From an initial set of 60 partial discharges of torpedoes, those with fewer useful samples were discarded resulting in 50 valid discharges, which correspond to 17 complete ladles. Sometimes the same torpedo was poured into two or three different ladles and the last discharge was not usually valid due to the very thin stream of hot metal. If this was the case, then the temperature was calculated from the previous discharge value and corrected for the temperature drop in the torpedo during the elapsed time with a coefficient C T ( • C/min) that was taken as a parameter in temperature fitting. Total hot metal temperature was calculated as the mass-weighted mean of discharge temperatures on the ladle as indicated in Equation (1), with x = T IR , the effective hot metal infrared temperature for the ladle, and m i and x i = T IRi , the mass and the temperature for each of the N partial torpedo discharges, respectively. This temperature was corrected with a coefficient C L ( • C/min), also taken as a parameter in temperature fitting, to account for the temperature drop in the ladle during the elapsed time from IR measurement to final temperature measurement with thermocouple.
Actual temperatures were measured in hot metal ladles using disposable type-K thermocouples. Linear regression was applied to fit T IR data to the actual temperature values together with parameters C T and C L . Results are shown in Table 2 and in Figure 5 . Different statistical measures of IR temperature were assayed in order to filter the adverse effect of sparks, holes, solid slag spots and liquid slag streaks. The best fit was obtained when considering the 85-95th percentile of sampled temperatures for each partial discharge. The optimized values for C L and C T where found to be about 0.9-1.0 • C/min, which agreed very well with additional measurements performed in torpedo and ladle during the tests and also with the values reported by Du [21] . Table 2 . Optimum temperature correction coefficients for losses in torpedo and ladle, and resulting determination coefficients between T IR and T, with and without correction, when adopting different summary statistics for IR signal characterization.
Summary Statistic
C T C L R 2 (C T , C L ) R 2 (C T = 0, C L = 0) In order to assess the actual performance of a standalone IR thermometry industrial system, a second and more extensive trial was carried out in two different transfer positions over 168 heats. From this set, 63 measurements were not valid, mainly due to the fact that the FOV of the IR device not always matched stream location. Finally, 51 and 54 temperature predictions where obtained for transfer position 1 and transfer position 2, respectively. The settings for the IR sensor and signal processing were not modified with regard to the first trial: emissivity at 0.4, focus to infinity, sampling rate at 5 sps, percentile 95 as summary statistics, and C L = 0.9 • C/min. Since only heats with a complete discharge dataset were taken into account for this trial, a correction for torpedo holding time was not necessary. Results of the second trial are summarized in Figure 6 , where a good correspondence between IR and actual temperatures is observed for both transfer positions. The mean absolute error of linear fit with regard to actual temperatures is 9.4 °C. Additionally, when this linear fit calibration was used for estimating hot metal temperature of 100 new ladles an error of 10.7 °C was obtained, which can be considered the expected accuracy for of the industrial IR thermometry system.
Time Series Forecasting
The six different forecasting methods of increasing complexity described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 were applied to a dataset comprised of 12,195 heats, which correspond to one production year. The dataset includes actual hot metal temperatures and the value of the five selected predictors summarized in Table 1 . The values of these variables are shown in Figure 7 in which the min-max interval and the average for groups of 30 heats are shown for clarity. This grouping size corresponds roughly to one production day. The first 10,000 heats were used for model training and testing while the last 2195 heats were used for validation of the final models. Results of the second trial are summarized in Figure 6 , where a good correspondence between IR and actual temperatures is observed for both transfer positions. The mean absolute error of linear fit with regard to actual temperatures is 9.4 • C. Additionally, when this linear fit calibration was used for estimating hot metal temperature of 100 new ladles an error of 10.7 • C was obtained, which can be considered the expected accuracy for of the industrial IR thermometry system. Results of the second trial are summarized in Figure 6 , where a good correspondence between IR and actual temperatures is observed for both transfer positions. The mean absolute error of linear fit with regard to actual temperatures is 9.4 °C. Additionally, when this linear fit calibration was used for estimating hot metal temperature of 100 new ladles an error of 10.7 °C was obtained, which can be considered the expected accuracy for of the industrial IR thermometry system.
The six different forecasting methods of increasing complexity described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 were applied to a dataset comprised of 12,195 heats, which correspond to one production year. The dataset includes actual hot metal temperatures and the value of the five selected predictors summarized in Table 1 . The values of these variables are shown in Figure 7 in which the min-max interval and the average for groups of 30 heats are shown for clarity. This grouping size corresponds roughly to one production day. The first 10,000 heats were used for model training and testing while the last 2195 heats were used for validation of the final models. 
The six different forecasting methods of increasing complexity described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 were applied to a dataset comprised of 12,195 heats, which correspond to one production year. The dataset includes actual hot metal temperatures and the value of the five selected predictors summarized in Table 1 . The values of these variables are shown in Figure 7 in which the min-max interval and the average for groups of 30 heats are shown for clarity. This grouping size corresponds roughly to one production day. The first 10,000 heats were used for model training and testing while the last 2195 heats were used for validation of the final models.
typical daily maximums and minimums of about 0.8 and 0.3, respectively. Higher maximum or lower minimum values are seldom reached. Related features of y and x1 reflect the expected correlation between both variables. However, some features of y do not match well with corresponding features of x1, as for instance the drop in y that can be observed in the vicinity of the heat number 10000. This indicates that other predictors, x2 in this case, are also important. Variables indicating hot metal holding or empty vessel times (x2, x4, and x5) have lower daily average values, indicating that normal production times are usually short with occasional longer times. Pretreatment time x3, has a much more centered distribution as can be expected from prescribed desulfurization requirements. It is worth noting that heats without pretreatment (x3 = 0) are not rare. Figure 7 . Graphical overview of the normalized dataset used in this study which is composed of 12,195 heats (one production year). The min-max interval and the moving average for groups of 30 heats (approximately one production day) are shown for clarity. The first 10,000 heats were used for model training and testing while the last 2195 heats were used for validation of the final models.
The complete dataset comprising 12,195 heats was divided into three subsets. The first 2000 heats were reserved for initializing the fitting window with a maximum of 2000 heats and, consequently, Figure 7 . Graphical overview of the normalized dataset used in this study which is composed of 12,195 heats (one production year). The min-max interval and the moving average for groups of 30 heats (approximately one production day) are shown for clarity. The first 10,000 heats were used for model training and testing while the last 2195 heats were used for validation of the final models. Figure 7 shows that the time evolution of the initial and final temperatures (curves x 1 and y, respectively), present a similar shape. Both of them show daily mean values around 0.6 as well as typical daily maximums and minimums of about 0.8 and 0.3, respectively. Higher maximum or lower minimum values are seldom reached. Related features of y and x 1 reflect the expected correlation between both variables. However, some features of y do not match well with corresponding features of x 1 , as for instance the drop in y that can be observed in the vicinity of the heat number 10000. This indicates that other predictors, x 2 in this case, are also important. Variables indicating hot metal holding or empty vessel times (x 2 , x 4 , and x 5 ) have lower daily average values, indicating that normal production times are usually short with occasional longer times. Pretreatment time x 3 , has a much more centered distribution as can be expected from prescribed desulfurization requirements. It is worth noting that heats without pretreatment (x 3 = 0) are not rare.
The complete dataset comprising 12,195 heats was divided into three subsets. The first 2000 heats were reserved for initializing the fitting window with a maximum of 2000 heats and, consequently, the model was not evaluated at that point. The remaining 10,195 heats were divided into two subsets: the first 8000 data points (78%) were used for fitting model coefficients and optimizing the model hyper-parameters; finally, the last 2195 points (22%) were kept as a holdout dataset for final model testing.
The mean absolute error (MAE) of predictions was used for comparing and assessing the quality of tentative and final models because of its direct meaning in terms of hot metal consumption that can be translated to economic or environmental figures [25, 26] .
The optimum training window was obtained by comparing the resulting error when each model was applied to the training dataset using w values from 1 to 2000. The results are summarized in Figure 8 where it can be seen that for Standard Value (SV) method, a constant MAE of 0.0908 was obtained, appearing as a horizontal curve in Figure 8 since this simple model does not require any parameter. For the Naïve Forecast (NF), a minimum MAE of 0.0864 was obtained for w = 1, but rapidly increased for larger lag indexes. In the case of the Moving Average Smoothing (MAS) the resulting MAE depends highly on the width of the training window w, as shown in Figure 8 . It can be observed that, obviously, for w = 1 MAS is reduced to the Naïve Forecast (NF), whereas the error rapidly decreases for higher w values, reaching a minimum of 0.0715 for w = 5. For wider w, higher errors are obtained and the MAS method tends asymptotically to the SV method.
the model was not evaluated at that point. The remaining 10,195 heats were divided into two subsets: the first 8000 data points (78%) were used for fitting model coefficients and optimizing the model hyper-parameters; finally, the last 2195 points (22%) were kept as a holdout dataset for final model testing.
Regarding models based on Auto-Regressive and Moving Average model with Integration (ARIMA), the application of the Box-Jenkins method for the training dataset resulted in an ARIMA (0, 1, 2) which is equivalent to a Damped Holt's model [32] . The same hyperparameters were obtained when the Hyndman-Khandakar [33] algorithm for parameter selection was applied for comparison purposes. Three ARIMA based models were tested corresponding to none, three or five exogenous predictors; the resulting MAEs of their forecasts are plotted against w in Figure 8 . The basic moving ARIMA model without predictors gives a MAE of 0.0704 for w > 1000. The introduction of the five available exogenous variables provides a further error reduction resulting in a MAE of 0.0689. When only the most three significant variables in terms of t-statistic are used an intermediate MAE of 0.0694 is obtained. The three ARIMA based models gave good results for w > 1000 in Equations (7) and (9), while higher training window widths gave only marginal error reduction, as can be seen in Figure 8 . Regarding models based on Auto-Regressive and Moving Average model with Integration (ARIMA), the application of the Box-Jenkins method for the training dataset resulted in an ARIMA (0, 1, 2) which is equivalent to a Damped Holt's model [32] . The same hyperparameters were obtained when the Hyndman-Khandakar [33] algorithm for parameter selection was applied for comparison purposes.
Three ARIMA based models were tested corresponding to none, three or five exogenous predictors; the resulting MAEs of their forecasts are plotted against w in Figure 8 . The basic moving ARIMA model without predictors gives a MAE of 0.0704 for w > 1000. The introduction of the five available exogenous variables provides a further error reduction resulting in a MAE of 0.0689. When only the most three significant variables in terms of t-statistic are used an intermediate MAE of 0.0694 is obtained. The three ARIMA based models gave good results for w > 1000 in Equations (7) and (9), while higher training window widths gave only marginal error reduction, as can be seen in Figure 8 . Figure 8 allows us to appreciate what is the best expected method in terms of MAE, depending on data availability. When no temperature data are available (w = 0) then the standard value is the only possible choice, but if just one previous temperature is known and it is one or two heats old (0 < w < 3), then this value will be a better predictor than the standard value. By contrast, if the only available previous observation is older than two heats (w > 2), the standard value will be a better choice. Furthermore, if the last two to five temperatures are known (1 < w < 6), then the average of these values is always a better predictor; on the contrary, using more than five previous observations results in greater prediction error. Moving ARIMA is advantageous when at least the last 100 observations are available. When previous temperatures and exogenous predictors are available for the previous 200 heats or more ARIMAX is more convenient. Moreover, MAE is further reduced as w increases, although fitting those models with more than 1000 observations produces no relevant reduction in MAE. Finally, the shaded area in Figure 8 represents the minimum error that can be attained combining the different models as a function of the available data window.
Based on the previous discussion, the optimum w values were applied to the final evaluation of each method. The resulting absolute errors are shown in Figure 9 in which each dot represents one of the 2195 heats in the test dataset. It can be seen that absolute errors are always lower than 0.3. Moreover, the daily MAE of the temperature prediction is also represented in Figure 9 with a solid curve for clarity. It can be seen that daily MAE tends to fall in the 0.05-0.15 band. The global resulting MAE is 0.0910, 0.0875, 0.0721, 0.0700, 0.0695, and 0.0685 for SV, NF, MAS, ARIMA, ARIMAX3 and ARIMAX5, corresponding to 20.0, 19.3, 15.9, 15.4, 15.3, and 15.1 • C, respectively. These values are consistent with those previously obtained during hyperparameter w optimization.
Discussion
Infrared Thermometry
The plant trials performed over more than 220 heats allowed to understand the connection between the IR signal and the features of the hot metal stream, while showing the feasibility of IR thermometry as hot metal temperature estimator. However, the reliability of the method, i.e., the probability of obtaining a usable output, was not higher than 60% due to the variability of stream shape and position. Regardless, since the trials were carried out under actual plant conditions, an absolute error of approximately 11 • C can be expected for such a measurement system. This temperature error corresponds to a normalized value of 0.050 as indicated by Equation (2). The adopted hot metal emissivity and IR sensor settings proved to be adequate since IR temperature estimations and actual temperatures were comparable, with the difference fully explained by a temperature drop of the hot metal in the stream. As shown in Figure 6 , the departure of linear fit of IR temperature from actual values is a constant of about 50 • C, which corresponds to the expected temperature drop during hot metal pouring [21] and this was confirmed by additional measurements performed during the trial. Regarding IR device location and orientation, an 11 m height with up-down orientation was preferred for practical reasons during the trials, but a sensor placed at ground level aimed at the intrados of the stream would be a better choice. Although dust and maintenance work are expected to increase, fume and slag interferences would be greatly reduced. Nevertheless, time series forecast improves temperature prediction when compared to standard value or naïve forecasting and is very easy to implement, since it only requires recalling previous temperature observations from the BOF process computer. For example, if the initially existing plant model consists of the moving average smoothing of the 20 previous temperatures, then this method results in a MAE of 0.079 that can be easily reduced to 0.072 just by changing w from 20 to 5, as shown in Figure 8 . Further improvement is obtained by applying an ARIMA based model which reduces MAE to 0.069.
Combined Process and Model Development
Based on the previous results it can be realized that the different modeling and measuring approaches are not mutually exclusive but complementary [39, 40] . Therefore, process and model 
Time Series Forecasting
The modeling results evidence a time component in hot metal temperatures that can be attributed to BF trends and to changes in the BF-BOF interface. These effects may propagate along time. However, time series forecasting is badly affected by missing data and other noisy factors [38] : Nevertheless, time series forecast improves temperature prediction when compared to standard value or naïve forecasting and is very easy to implement, since it only requires recalling previous temperature observations from the BOF process computer. For example, if the initially existing plant model consists of the moving average smoothing of the 20 previous temperatures, then this method results in a MAE of 0.079 that can be easily reduced to 0.072 just by changing w from 20 to 5, as shown in Figure 8 . Further improvement is obtained by applying an ARIMA based model which reduces MAE to 0.069.
Combined Process and Model Development
Based on the previous results it can be realized that the different modeling and measuring approaches are not mutually exclusive but complementary [39, 40] . Therefore, process and model developments can be combined for providing the BOF charge model with the best available temperature prediction at every particular process circumstance.
The main features of the involved methods are summarized in Table 3 , where they are ordered by decreasing MAE but also by increasing complexity and decreasing reliability (i.e., the chances of obtaining a successful output). Attending to all these properties, the process computer will estimate a final hot metal temperature by applying each method as early as possible in the following order: SV, NF, MAS, ARIMA, ARIMAX, and IR. The final executive temperature forecast to be used by the charge model will depend on the runtime success of each method and on the moment in which the forecast is finally obtained. The reliability, i.e., the runtime success of the modeling approach, depends mainly on the amount of required data, as evidenced by results in Table 3 . The higher the number of variables and past observations required, the higher the chances of missing data. Furthermore, industrial tests of the IR approach showed that actual reliability was not much higher than 60%, as explained before.
The expected MAE of a combined procedure in which the best available method is used can be calculated as 0.0574 assuming that the reliabilities for the different methods are statistically independent: 0.0574 = 0.6 × 0.05 + (1 − 0.6) × (0.91 × 0.0685 + (1 − 0.91) × (0.92 × 0.0695 + . . . .
The moment at which forecasts are available depends mostly on both the computing time and the earliest time at which the required input data are available. Considering that BOF time between heats is typically about 30 min and that computing time is always below 1.4 s for a regular consumer laptop, it can be concluded that computing time will not be a limiting factor. By contrast, there are relevant differences between methods regarding the earliest time at which each procedure can be applied. With the exception of the simplistic SV that is always ready, the modeling approach requires actual values of temperature and predictors from the previous heat, which are usually known about 10 min before execution of the BOF charge model for the actual heat. On the contrary, the IR method requires pouring at least part of the hot metal before running the charge model and afterwards to complete hot metal pouring and scrap preparation. In practice, this will cause a delay of 10 min or more with reference to a normal heat scheduling.
However, the strength of the combined method ensures that when a heat is scheduled with more available time, then IR temperature can be used and will overwrite the previous temperature estimation. Moreover, the actual forecast scheme is self-adaptive to changing production scenarios or even different sites. In a high production scenario, an early approximate estimate is enough, whereas in low production or hot metal shortage scenarios prediction accuracy can be improved at the tolerable cost of certain delay on BOF load preparation.
Nevertheless, any further improvement in temperature modeling will always provide additional hot metal savings. In the present study, the contribution of exogenous predictors to forecast improvement was only about 0.33 • C, much lower than expected. This low performance can be attributed to the simple way in which predictors are included in the ARIMA model. On the basis of these observations, the authors are currently researching improved modeling techniques [41] , in order to expand the linear global transverse modeling of this research to a nonlinear segmented transverse modeling.
Conclusions
Although the evolution of hot metal temperature from BF to BOF is a complex process that cannot be accurately modeled in detail, the combined use of IR thermometry and time series forecasting allows for an improved temperature estimation that can be advantageously used in BOF charge calculation for improving cost, quality, productivity and emissions.
Simultaneous IR temperature measurement and video recording proved to be a useful method for understanding the behavior of the hot metal stream and to find the best IR settings and signal processing. The temperature measured with the IR thermometer was correlated with thermocouple measurements with a resulting MAE of 0.0500 (11 • C) with 60% of reliability.
Despite some limitations that are being addressed in the ongoing research, time series forecasting is easy to implement and provides a MAE of 0.0685-0.0721 (15-16 • C), higher than IR, but with a much better reliability of 91-98%. For these models, the moving window approach is key to gaining long-term stability without being affected by major changes in the process. Hence, modifications in the desulfurization process, or in the vessel cleaning practice, or in the insulation of torpedoes and ladles, would not affect the model performance while routine tuning of the model is not required.
The developed method can be seen as a hybrid procedure because it does not only combine sensors and modeling but also for nesting very simple models with more advanced ones. The combined model makes use of a moving window of past observations for continuous updating, and exploits the introduction of exogenous predictors for complementing the time series component. The proposed hybrid procedure has long-term stability but is also self-adaptive to varying production scenarios with an expected MAE of 0.0574 (13 • C) with 100% reliability. Therefore, the accuracy is improved by a 34%, taking Naïve Forecasting as a reference or by a 27% when compared to the initial modeling situation (MAS with w = 20).
Finally, it is necessary to further improve the regressive part of the model in order to take full advantage of the information provided by exogenous predictors. The authors are currently developing this part of the model.
